Abstract To overcome the potential contamination of the direct S waves by sourceside anisotropy in shear-wave-splitting analysis, we describe a new approach that we call the reference station technique. The technique utilizes direct shear waves recorded at a station pair and depends on maximizing the correlation between the seismic traces at reference and target stations after correcting the reference station for known receiverside anisotropy and the target stations for arbitrary splitting parameters probed via a grid search. The algorithm also provides a delay time between both stations caused, for example, by isotropic heterogeneities. Synthetic tests demonstrate the stability of the estimated parameters, even where variability in near-surface properties (thickness and velocity of sediment layer) exists. We applied the reference station technique to data from seismic experiments at the northern margin of Tibet. Average splitting parameters obtained from the analysis of direct S-wave results are consistent with those obtained from previous SKS splitting measurements. Where differences exist, shear-wave fast polarization estimates resolved from direct S indicate a higher degree of internal consistency for closely spaced stations than those derived from SKS. This is probably due to the much larger number of direct S waves available for splitting measurements compared to SKS for the same observational period, resulting in higher quality measurements. We also demonstrate the ability of the technique to provide improved splitting measurements for temporary stations by following a bootstrap approach in which only a few stations with well-constrained SKS splitting parameters are used as seeds to determine the splitting parameters of a large array in an iterative manner. In addition, the S measurements sample the anisotropic layer with different angles of incidence and back azimuths, thus potentially providing additional constraints on more complicated anisotropic structures, and the interstation delay times could be used for tomographic studies to reduce the bias from anisotropic structure.
Introduction
When shear waves propagate through anisotropic media they split into two quasi shear waves-fast and slow. An interference between the fast and slow phases results in elliptical particle motion. If the original (unsplit) S wave is linearly polarized and the waves are affected only by a zone of consistent anisotropy, then the recorded S wave can be rotated such that two very similar phases, apart from scaling and a simple time delay, are seen on the orthogonal components. These orthogonal phases cannot be expected to be exactly identical, because of noise, interfering phases, the effect of near-receiver structure, and the effect of the free surface, but they are often very similar. The orientation of the fast axis controls the rotation angle, and the time delay between the phases corresponds to the product of the strength of anisotropy and the thickness of the anisotropic layer. In most tectonic environments, these parameters predominantly carry information about the mineral orientation of mantle material. Anisotropy due to aligned minerals is thought to be limited to the upper mantle where plastic deformation occurs via dislocation creep (e.g., Karato, 1993; Savage, 1999) . However, the S waveform carries no information on where along the path the splitting was acquired, so at teleseismic distances there is ambiguity whether observed splitting is acquired in the mantle below the source (source-side splitting) or below the station (receiver-side splitting). For this reason, core-refracted shear waves (SKS or SKKS) are one of the most popular tools for investigating seismic anisotropy (e.g., Kind et al., 1985; Vinnik et al., 1989; Özalaybey and Savage, 1995; Silver, 1996; Savage, 1999; Plomerová et al., 2002; Babuška et al., 2008) at lithospheric scale. These phases are initially polarized as S waves at the source, where they can be split, if the crust and mantle below the source is anisotropic. At the core-mantle boundary, the SV component of the S wave is (partially) converted into a P wave, whereas the SH energy undergoes total reflection. The P wave is again (partially) converted back to an S wave on leaving the core and re-entering the mantle beneath the receiver. The outer core thus acts as a polarization filter that removes any source-side splitting. Therefore, the measurement of shear-wave splitting with SKS waves allows the isolation of receiver-side anisotropy. In this paper, we are concerned with measuring splitting from teleseismic direct S waves instead. In this context, we use an extended definition of source-side splitting to not only mean splitting acquired in the upper mantle near the source but also splitting that might be acquired near the turning point, for example in an anisotropic D″ layer (Maupin et al., 2005; Long, 2009) .
The various techniques for evaluating fast polarization direction and splitting time delay (hereafter referred to as FPD and TD, respectively) include eigenvalue maximization, transverse energy minimization, and cross-correlation approaches (Vinnik et al., 1989; Silver and Chan, 1991; Savage and Silver, 1993; Levin et al., 1999) . Most of the techniques are based on the idea of recovering the particle motion of the initial shear waves, which in the case of the core-mantle refracted shear waves (e.g., SKS) is a linear radial (SV) polarization in the ray-path plane. A correction for anisotropy and some side effects is achieved by rotating the horizontal components into a coordinate system aligned with a putative FPD and applying an appropriate time shift to the orthogonal polarization components. The cross-correlation approach aims at detecting the maximum similarity between tentative fast and slow components (Iidaka and Niu, 1998; Levin et al., 1999) . Another approach minimizes the ratio of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix eigenvectors obtained from horizontal components (Silver and Chan, 1988) . Several further developments of the methods mentioned above are in use. For instance, the multievent approach developed by Wolfe and Silver (1998) combines data from events approaching from various directions. This method aims at computing the best solution under the assumption of a single anisotropic layer with a horizontal fast axis. Chevrot (2000) introduced splitting intensity estimations as an additional measure of the anisotropy by analyzing the back-azimuthal variations of shear-wave data to examine dipping or multiple layers of anisotropy. Reviews of methodologies are presented in, for example, Savage (1999) and Fouch and Rondenay (2006) . According to Vecsey et al. (2008) , the transverse energy minimization approach yields more stable solutions than other techniques.
Nevertheless, for shorter temporary deployments often only a very small number of splitting measurements from only one or two azimuths can be obtained. In contrast to SKS phases, direct S waves sample possible anisotropic structures in the upper mantle with an increased range of incidence angles and back azimuths and are thus advantageous for improving the resolution of the 3D orientation of the anisotropic structure. However, direct S waves can already be split by source-side anisotropy, which is not easily separated from the receiver-side splitting we are generally interested in. Previous attempts to measure splitting parameters from direct shear waves depended on either the analysis of deep focus events, which are thought to be free from source-side effects (Savage et al., 1990; Fischer and Yang, 1994; Long and van der Hilst, 2005) or an appropriate correction for source-side anisotropy Anglin and Fouch, 2005) . However, deep earthquakes are only found in a few selected subduction zones and are possibly subjected to both slab and subslab region anisotropy represented by delay times more than 1 s (Wookey et al., 2002; Di Leo et al., 2012) . Thus, ignoring source-side effects for such events can be misleading. In the case of explicit correction the source-side anisotropy needs to be determined explicitly, which is often not possible. The main motivation behind this work is to employ direct shear waves for shear-wave-splitting measurements by using an array approach to be able to cancel the source-side effects.
Standard body-wave tomography studies invert the travel-time delays (deviations between observed travel times and those predicted using an initial Earth model) under the assumption of an isotropic Earth. The effect of seismic anisotropy in this case can introduce biases that may lead to improper magnitudes and localization of true model heterogeneities (Lloyd and van der Lee, 2008; O'Driscoll et al., 2011; Eken et al., 2012) . Lloyd and van der Lee (2008) reported that the largest amount of this effect could be up to 0.12 s for shear-wave tomography beneath North America. This corresponds to ∼15% of the average splitting time delay (∼1 s) measured beneath cratonic areas (Becker et al., 2012) .
In the present study, we describe a new array-based approach for measuring splitting parameters from direct shear waves as well as interstation delays. Our new approach depends on measuring splitting parameters of a station of interest (target station) using a second station (reference station) with a presumed knowledge of anisotropy, which could be obtained, for instance, from conventional SKS splitting measurements. For example, the reference station could be a permanent station with well-constrained splitting parameters, and the target station could be part of a temporary array. We first test the validity of our method for various cases in which anisotropy and heterogeneity parameters of a set of hypothetical models vary. Second, we apply the methodology to the INDEPTH IV array in Northeastern Tibet (Zhao et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2012) .
Reference Station Methodology
Our approach depends on comparing the anisotropycorrected direct S-wave signals recorded at two horizontal components of a reference station with those recorded at a station of interest (referred to as the target station hereafter). The underlying assumption is that source-side splitting affecting both stations are considered to be the same (Fig. 1) and that the splitting effect dominates the shear-wave response. A priori knowledge of receiver-side anisotropy of the reference station is usually taken from previous SKS splitting measurements.
We analyze two orthogonal horizontal components at a reference station
in which n R t and e R t are the north and east component time series, and a target station
The first step is the correction for receiver-side anisotropy beneath the reference station by applying a backward angular rotation and time shift on the reference traces of the horizontal components using the inverse of the assumed known anisotropic parameters at the reference station ϕ R (FPD) and δt R (TD):
in which Γ ϕ;δt is the forward splitting operator with FPD ϕ and TD δt, and Γ −1 its inverse, identical to the forward operation with fast and slow axis exchanged. After the correction, the new signal at the reference station should represent only source-side anisotropy, which is also assumed to be identically present within the signal recorded at the target station. Then in the next step, a grid search is carried out for the FPD and TD at the target (ϕ T and δt T ), which provide the highest similarity between the reference and target station signals. The inverse splitting operator is applied to the trial values to obtain a corrected target trace:
For each value of ϕ T and δt T , a time shift Δt and amplitude factor a are also optimized to account for travel-time differences caused by lateral heterogeneities and the differences in site response, respectively. The misfit surface is defined by the residual energy that is obtained by subtracting corrected waveforms at reference and target stations:
in which t 1 and t 2 are the limits of the analysis window (reference and target traces are assumed prealigned, for example, according to the theoretical S arrival time); a 0:5 corresponds to no amplitude correction, a > 0:5 if the observed amplitude at the target station is larger than at the reference station, and a < 0:5 if the amplitude of the target traces is less than those of the reference traces. No explicit grid search needs to be carried out for Δt and a. Δt is the time lag, which maximizes the sum of the cross-correlation functions between the reference and target stations for two orthogonal components.
in which asterisk (*) is the cross-correlation operator such that:
The two-component cross-correlation function CC is invariant with respect to rotations of the horizontal components, such that for computational convenience it can also be calculated based on the time-shifted fast and slow components. a is given by the explicit expression
By precalculating two-component cross-correlation matrices, an efficient implementation of the grid search is Figure 1 . Cartoon illustration depicting theoretical source-toreceiver ray paths of both direct S-and SKS phases calculated for a station pair with an interstation station distance of 3°. The epicentral distance of the synthetic event, which is assumed to occur at a depth of 173 km, is 90°to the closest station. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
possible, whereby Eϕ T ; δt T , Δt, and a can be determined for each set of splitting parameters without recalculating cross-correlation functions by applying appropriate rotations and time shifts to the precalculated matrices. The minimum residual energy Eϕ T ; δt T represents the maximum similarity between the corrected signals, and the corresponding values of ϕ T and δt T define the estimate of FPD and TD for receiver-side anisotropy at the target station. In the actual implementation, the residual energy is normalized by the energy available in the input time series, that is,
. Unlike in classic splitting measurement methods, the corrected traces are not necessarily linearly polarized but might carry the signature of splitting near the source. The isotropic time delay Δt and amplitude correction factor a are by-products of the procedure, and the detected time delays could be useful as input for tomographic inversions unbiased by polarization anisotropy. Our method requires stations spaced sufficiently closely that the initial polarization at the source and the source-side splitting can be assumed to be identical for both stations. This assumption will usually hold for teleseismic events recorded at regional temporary arrays with the station spacing of up to a few tens of kilometers.
Testing the Methodology: Synthetic Examples
To demonstrate the algorithm and test the validity of our assumptions, and their sensitivity to various structural variations not accounted for explicitly (e.g., sedimentary layer thickness, abrupt changes in the Moho topography, etc.), we conducted several synthetic tests. For all synthetic tests, anisotropic layers are arranged to have a fast symmetry axis in the horizontal plane. To generate synthetic waveforms, we used the technique developed by Frederiksen and Bostock (2000) , which is based on a high-frequency asymptotic method without requiring any ray tracing.
Simple Model
In the first test, we started with a hypothetical setup where receiver and target stations are separated by 0.5°interstation distance. Under both stations a 35 km thick isotropic crust overlies a 250 km mantle layer with azimuthal anisotropy (Fig. 2a) . Isotropic P-and S-wave velocities (V P and V S ) are the same under both stations, but the FPDs in the anisotropic layer beneath receiver and target stations differ by 5°. As we just model the receiver response with a prescribed slowness based on the event depth and epicentral distance, we need to simulate source-side anisotropy by introducing another anisotropic layer, the FPD of which is the same for both stations, underlain by an also identical isotropic half-space. We model a teleseismic event at 200 km depth, a back azimuth of 180°and 72°and 72.5°epicentral distance from the reference station and target station, respectively, which is assumed to radiate pure SV in the direction of the stations. The resulting waveform is presented in Figure 3a ,c; even though the data are noise-free synthetics the waveform is more complicated than the simple elliptical waveform expected for single-layer splitting due to the presence of source-side splitting. Normally, we would not know the correct splitting parameter at this stage, but with hindsight, or based on our knowledge of the true model, we can rotate the seismograms into the fast/slow direction (Fig. 3e) ; again where the fast and slow waveforms are not identical as would be expected for a single anisotropic layer and in the absence of source-side splitting. After correcting for the time delay (Fig. 3g) , the receiver-side splitting has been removed and the corrected traces carry only the source-side splitting. To find the optimal FPD and TD at the target station, we need to have a priori information about the splitting at the reference station, for example, from SKS observations. We then correct the reference waveform for the known splitting (Fig. 3a) . The target waveform (Fig. 3c ) is then corrected for all possible trial FPDs and TDs according to the grid-search limits. The residual energy is calculated by subtracting the corrected reference and target waveforms from each other, after application of an additional time shift and amplitude factor, and summing the amplitudes of the residual trace. Figure 3m shows the resulting residual energy surface, which shows a sharp minimum at the correct splitting parameters for the target station. The corresponding corrected target waveform and residual traces are shown in Figure 3i ,j and 3k,l, respectively. The reference station algorithm estimated the FPD within 2°of the true FPD beneath the target station (Fig. 3m) . The residual trace is not exactly zero because the algorithm does not take into account crustal reverberations or the small difference in angle of incidence between the arrivals at both stations. For the same reason, the amplitude factor differs by 1.6% from the expected value of 0.50. In this example, the time shift results from the different epicentral distance and associated travel-time difference, but in a realistic setting it would also carry information about lateral heterogeneity.
Models with Varying Crustal Thickness and Velocities
In reality, the observed waveform differences between reference and target stations result not only from different anisotropic structures, but also from lateral heterogeneity, in particular crustal structure. To estimate to what degree these variations degrade the anisotropy measurements, we test models with the same model parameters as in the Simple Model section except for up to 20 km difference between the Moho depths beneath receiver and target stations (Fig. 2b) . Applying the algorithm to the forward-modeled waveforms resulted in a deviation of 2°between the measured FPD and the true FPD for the 55 km thick crust at the target station. Examples of synthetic waveforms, the residual energy surface, and optimal residual traces that were obtained after applying the reference station technique in this case can be found in Figure 3b ,d,f,h,j,l,n. A systematic test using various target station models (Fig. 2c ) the crustal thicknesses of which range from 15 to 55 km has resulted in deviations of not more than 3°, suggesting even quite pronounced crustal thickness variations underneath the seismic array would not have a systematic and drastic impact on the estimation of anisotropy parameters (Fig. 4a,b ).
The Effect of Sediments
Sediments may reach a thickness of ∼5 km and more in some regions (e.g., Qaidam Basin [QB], northeast China; Black Sea, northeast Turkey, etc.), and their thickness can vary sharply at basin edges. Because of the strong contrast in seismic properties of sediment and basement, they exert an even more important influence on waveform characteristics than crustal thickness variations. Therefore, we tested a series of models that were similar to the simple model described in the Simple Model section, but for both reference and target stations a sedimentary layer now overlies the crust (Fig. 2c) . With an identical sedimentary thickness of 3 km below reference and target stations, a 2°deviation with respect to the true anisotropic model was observed. As the sedimentary layer thickness of the target station differs from that of the reference stations ( Fig. 2c) , we observe deviations of estimated and true FPDs from between −4°and 1° (  Fig. 4d) . Resultant synthetic waveforms corresponding to varying sedimentary layer thickness ranging between 1 and 10 km can be seen in Figure 4c . Although the structural effects are therefore not entirely negligible and need to be kept in mind, in general the deterioration of the measurement accuracy is probably comparable to the effect of random noise on SKS measurements in most cases. Further mitigation results from the averaging of many measurements with different reference stations for any given target station (see the next section). 
Reference Radial-Transverse Figure 3 . Two examples of S-wave splitting estimation derived using the reference station technique performed with synthetic data.
Figures on the left panel represent application of the method to the simple synthetic case presented in Figure 2a . (a) Signals at reference station with receiver-side correction, (c) signals at target station, (e) fast and slow components after rotating signal at target station using optimum FPD (67°), (g) fast and slow components corrected for splitting delay (2.15 s), (i) corrected radial and transverse components at target station using optimum splitting parameters and isotropic delay (4.50 s), (k) residual trace, (m) indicates the misfit surface with a welldefined minimum at splitting parameters 67° 3°and 2:15 0:1 s. Figures on the right panel show the same procedure obtained from the application of the method to the synthetic case presented in Figure 2b . Note that synthetic seismograms belonging to the same event are all plotted to the same scale. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
Application to Northeast Tibet Study Area
Following the synthetic tests, we applied our method using teleseismic direct S-wave observations recorded at the temporary seismic stations of the INDEPTH IV linear array and the areal ASCENT network extending over almost the entire northeastern part of the Tibetan Plateau. The aim of these experiments was to study how continental collision is accommodated in the crust and mantle at the northern margin of the plateau. This area is suitable as a test region for this study because it represents an example of a relatively dense regional array, for which SKS splitting measurements have already been carried out, which can serve as references as well as being available for comparison (Leon-Soto et al., 2012; Eken et al., 2013) . The SKS measurements show some variability but generally follow a large scale pattern, making it easier to assess the plausibility of the measurements using the new method.
Dataset
A total of 82 seismic stations with average SKS splitting measurements available were used in this work. Forty two of these stations (shown in white circles in (Fig. 5) . The event selection, which was optimized to provide sufficient azimuthal coverage, is taken from a previous teleseismic tomography study (Nunn et al., 2014) . We used 15,297 waveforms of direct S waves extracted from 77 teleseismic events with epicentral distances ranging between 25°and 80°and magnitudes ranging between 5.2 and 6.9 (Fig. 6) . Hypocentral depths of these teleseismic events range from 6 to 632 km. The spatial variation of hypocentral depths is presented in Figure 6 . Prior to data analysis, the instrument responses were removed from the original seismograms. At the final stage of preprocessing, all seismograms were filtered with a bandwidth of 0.03-0.2 Hz. Figure 7 shows an example record section displaying some selected band-pass filtered waveforms with S arrivals.
Data Analysis
We started by determining station pairs over the entire area. Among 7122 possible station pairs, we selected 2732 with interstation spacing less than 300 km (pairs of the same stations where the roles of target and reference stations are exchanged are counted as separate). We can apply the reference station technique on a station pair when four horizontal components recorded at two stations are available for a given earthquake. Thus, the ideal number of station pairs is not reached for each event because combining two different arrays with different operational time periods often caused one station of a pair to have no data. Because event waveforms used in this work formed the dataset of a previous tomography study, we started with using waveforms of S signals that were already selected after a visual inspection by eliminating low-quality waveforms. A set of automatic criteria to select the final splitting parameters (see below) also functioned as a second tool to avoid noisy data. Finally, a total of 98,012 waveform pairs could be found from 77 events. Our dataset has provided 1272 and 2401 station pairs per event as the average and maximum values, respectively.
The a priori information on receiver-side seismic anisotropy, which will be used for signal correction, was compiled from the SKS splitting measurements performed by Leon Soto et al. (2012) and Eken et al. (2013) . Both studies use the minimum tangential energy minimization method (Vinnik et al., 1989; Silver and Chan, 1991; Savage and Silver, 1993) . After correcting the signal at a reference station for receiverside anisotropy, we performed the reference station technique described in the Testing the Methodology: Synthetic Examples Average SKS (1s) Average SKS (1s) Eken Eken et al et al. (2013) . (2013) Leon Soto Leon Soto et al et al. (2012) . ( section to each seismogram pair. We used a 45 s analysis window starting 15 s prior to the theoretical S-wave onset. The time-window length was chosen to minimize the effect of coda waves and contamination by converted phases. This window length was adopted after synthetic tests because it excluded crustal S multiples in the thick Tibetan crust as an undesired influence. For the grid search, horizontal components were rotated from 0°(west) to 180°(east) in 1°incre-ments and shifted for splitting time delays ranging from 0 to 3.5 s in 0.05 s increments. The time shift Δt is not allowed to exceed 5 s after records have been prealigned according to the theoretical travel-time prediction. Figure 8m shows an example measurement with a well-defined minimum in the residual energy surface. Whereas the observed uncorrected target waveform looks very different from the reference station waveform (Fig. 8a,c) , the corrected waveform is much more similar (Fig. 8a,i) . The residual trace is dominated by random noise although the peak in the transverse component at ∼25 s in the residual trace (Fig. 8k ) hints at some minor waveform effect, which cannot be explained by single-layer anisotropy. An uncertainty analysis of the resolved splitting parameters was achieved through the inverse F-test error analysis following Silver and Chan (1991) . In this, it is tested whether the increase in residual energy away from the minimum represents a significant increase according to the preset confidence level, usually set to 95%. This analysis depends on the number of degrees of freedom in the data and parameters. We set this to one degree of freedom per second for each residual trace, that is, for the two horizontal components the degrees of freedom of the data will be twice the length of the analysis window in seconds following Silver and Chan's observation that this is a typical value for teleseismic data. This number is reduced by the number of adjustable model parameters, that is, four at the minimum point (FPD, TD, isotropic delay, amplitude correction factor), and two at arbitrary values of FPD and TD as isotropic delay and amplitude are optimized for each set of splitting parameters. As the number of degrees of freedom in the time series is hard to estimate, and the underlying assumption that the bandlimited Gaussian noise is not fully justified (e.g., Walsh et al., 2013) , the absolute values of the error bounds are indicative only but allow a comparison of the reliability of individual estimates.
In conventional SKS splitting studies, very small TD (e.g., < 0:4 s) are often interpreted as null measurements (Fouch and Rondenay, 2006) . Null-splitting measurements may arise even for anisotropic structures for selected initial polarization directions of the incoming shear wave: null splitting is measured if the initial polarization direction below the anisotropic layer is parallel to the direction of either the fast or slow axis. Therefore, null-splitting results in a typical misfit surface represented by two minimum residual energy zones elongated in the TD direction, and separated by 90°from each other in the FPD direction; these zones join up with a zone elongated in FPD direction at very small values of TD. Where the actual minimum is found within these elongated zones is determined by details of the random noise, and in particular it can occur at high apparent values of TD. To avoid misinterpreting such measurements, our procedure includes the calculation of residual energy under the assumption of no splitting and then compares this to the residual energy at the actual minimum to determine how strongly the data exclude null splitting in a statistical sense, again using the F-test. The estimated null-split rejection criterion thus estimated is used in further steps of the data analysis to eliminate null cases from the splitting measurements. Figure 8b ,d, f,h,j,l,n shows an example of a null-splitting measurement. The coherent part of the target waveforms is already fairly similar to the reference waveform, such that no splitting correction is really required (Figs. 8b,d) . Furthermore, the radial trace of the reference waveform carries little or no coherent energy (Fig. 8b) . The residual surface accordingly shows the typical pattern with relative lows at FPDs of ∼80°and 170°, close to parallel and perpendicular to the initial polarization direction, respectively (Fig. 8n) . The nominal minimum is at a TD of 3.5 s (at the limit of the grid search), and a FPD of 167°, but the null rejection test shows that null splitting cannot be rejected with a 95% confidence or more.
Before averaging the results of many individual measurements to find the final splitting parameters for each station, we apply a stepwise quality assessment to ensure the stability of the results. We only considered waveform pairs (1) with normalized minimum residual energy smaller than 0.5; (2) with amplitude correction factor parameter a between 0.4 and 0.6; and (3) where null splitting is rejected at 95% confidence level or higher. Criterion (1) is applied to ensure that the assumption of identical source-side splitting and absence of strong scattering phases is approximately satisfied. Criterion (2) allows us to reject results obtained from waveform pairs with strong amplitude differences, which might hint at strong site effects or 3D heterogeneity. Criterion (3) eliminates null-splitting cases, which would not be appropriate to include in a station average. Finally, 9925 out of 99,082 waveform pairs could pass our selection criteria for further interpretation.
Results

Spatial Distribution
In this section, we mainly present station averages of optimum splitting parameters. Station averages were calculated by taking the circular mean of entire direct S-wave derived FPDs and normal mean of the split TDs obtained from the station pairs that fulfill the quality assessment criteria procedure at a given station. We apply Von Mises approach (Cochran et al., 2003) modified to take into account 180°p eriodicity by calculating the circular mean of the FPDs, ϕ T;Mean , as follows:
cos2ϕ T;i ; and
in which N represents the number of observations and a tan 2y; x is equal to tan −1 y=x for x > 0, but returns angles between 0°and 360°according to the signs of x and y.
Station averaged estimates are obtained in two steps. First, for each event and target station we average measurements obtained at all available reference stations. Second, the estimates based on each event are averaged to obtain the final estimate for the target station. A comparison of optimum splitting parameters estimated from S waves through the reference station approach with those estimated using SKS arrivals and the minimum transverse energy method provides an opportunity to assess the reference station technique in addition to the synthetic analysis. Figure 9 presents a comparison between the station-averaged fast polarization directions and split delay times obtained from using SKS and direct S waves plotted over the study area. According to this figure, average results from the application of two different methods to two different wave types, in general, show very good consistency, especially in the region between the northern edge of the QTGT and the NKT (34°-37°N, 91°-99°E). Average FPDs in this region correlate with the trend of major geological features (NKF and SKF) and maximum shear strain as inferred from earthquake focal mechanisms. To the south between the southern part of the QTGT and the upper northern boundary of the Lhasa Terrane (LT; 31°-33°N, 91°-97°E), average FPDs exhibit a curved pattern in which they rotate from northeast-southwest to northwest-southeast directions beneath the eastern Himalayan Syntaxis. For four stations (H17, H18, H19, and H20) located in the northern part of the study area within the QB average FPDs estimated from direct S arrivals are inconsistent with average SKS measurements. There, the absolute deviations range from 39°to 81° (Fig. 9) . However, average single-event splitting parameters from SKS measurements in the basin also showed a more complicated pattern with some back-azimuthal dependency of splitting parameters (León Soto et al., 2012) , implying that a more complicated anisotropy pattern, for example, multilayer, prevails here compared to the Tibetan plateau. In the northernmost part of the study area across the Altyn Tagh Fault (ATF), for three stations (H21, H22, and H23), average FPDs obtained from the direct S waves are subparallel to the main strike of the ATF and deviations from the SKS measurements are relatively small again, indicating that the relative sparsity of stations was not an important factor behind the discrepancies in the QB (Fig. 9) . The differences between SKS and S-wave derived average splitting parameters are also visualized as scatter plots in Figure 10a 
. SKS-and S-waves derived splitting parameters on the map of the study region. The directions (measured from the north) of the solid bars represent the FPD. Solid bar at each station is scaled based on its corresponding TD where 1 s of time delay is represented by the black bar in the legend. The stations with a misfit larger than 30°between station averaged S-and SKS-derived splitting parameters are highlighted by dashed bars for the S measurements. Regions corresponding to an elevation higher than 3000 m are marked in thin contours. Major geologic boundaries (i.e., faults, terranes, suture zones, etc.) and their annotations are the same as those in Figure 5 . The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
individual SKS observations is small, indicating that the direct S measurements might be more reliable due to the larger number of contributing events. Figure 10c ,d demonstrates that the deviations do not exceed 20°and 0.4 s for most of the stations when the SKS splitting parameters are based on more than 10 events. However, average S and SKS splitting parameters calculated by using less than seven individual events, for instance at stations H17, H18, H19, and H22, result in deviations larger than 40° (Fig. 9) . There is only one station F02 with a sufficient amount of individual SKS and S observations (7 and 45, respectively) that shows a large deviation (43°). A very large deviation (i.e., 75°) was observed at the station JF020, but for this station only one S-wave recording from a single event was available (Fig. 9) . This suggests to us that the results of our process will be fairly robust when we only accept measurements based on averaging of at least 10 events.
Bootstrap Approach
Our approach strongly depends on the robustness of known average SKS splitting parameters at a set of reference stations. Thus, using SKS splitting parameters inferred from permanent stations with a long operating period can be advantageous to ensure the reliability of knowledge of seismic anisotropy when correcting for receiver-side effects. However, in general we cannot start with a large amount of SKS observations. Instead, good SKS measurements are only available at one or a few permanent stations also operating in the area, and we want to use the direct S measurements to gain information about the anisotropy below stations with insufficient SKS measurements. We therefore establish an iterative stepwise procedure in which we start with a small number of reference stations to estimate the splitting parameters of the remaining stations. Estimates in the first step are only possible for those stations less than the threshold distance and with a sufficient number of shared events. In a second step, stations with averaged S-derived splitting parameters from the first iteration were added to the reference station dataset. The iterative process can be repeated to increase the number of reference stations until we reach the entire number of stations; in each iteration splitting at the reference stations is re-evaluated by treating them as target stations, too, resulting in improved splitting estimates with iteration number.
We have tested this procedure by randomly selecting 10 stations with known SKS splitting measurements. At the end of the first iteration, splitting estimates at 45 stations could be derived. In the iterative process, the average deviations between S-derived splitting parameters and the full SKS splitting parameters is larger during the first iteration compared to the case where we use all SKS observations (Fig. 11a,b) . Figure 11c clearly displays the spatial distributions of 10 stations selected randomly at the beginning and locations of newly added stations after each iteration (in different symbols). As the number of available reference stations increases (Fig. 11c,d ) in consecutive iterations the scatter becomes smaller (Figs. 11a,b ) and the averaged residual energy (Fig. 11d) generally reduces, implying a better convergence to the desired minimum difference between source signals at two stations. This test has demonstrated that, with only a few stations with well-constrained SKS splitting results considered as seeds, it is possible to determine the splitting parameters of a large array in an iterative manner.
Discussion and Outlook
We have introduced a method to estimate the shear-wave splitting from direct S waves for regional arrays, which is based on matching the corrected horizontal waveforms of a reference station and a target station. This method is not affected by source-side splitting, as long as the distance between the stations is small compared to the epicentral distance, such that the ray paths can be considered equivalent in the deep mantle and near the source. We have achieved good results by imposing a maximum distance of 300 km between target and reference station. The waveforms of the reference station need to be corrected first for known splitting parameters, but it is possible to start with a small number of reference stations for which splitting can be determined from SKS measurementsfor example, a few permanent stations in the vicinity of a temporary array to seed the procedure and iteratively expand the number of reference stations. We have demonstrated by testing this bootstrap procedure using only a few SKS results in our case study. Care has to be taken that splitting at the selected reference stations is well constrained and that the SKS waveforms at the reference station can be explained by single-layer splitting.
A further underlying assumption of the method is that all the waveform differences between target and reference station are due to differences in anisotropic structure. Of course, in reality differences in isotropic structure will also cause waveform differences; for example, differences in the thickness of the crust and sedimentary layers will cause differences in the timing and amplitude of converted phases. Kaviani et al. (2011) reported that strong changes in isotropic velocities within the near-surface structure may cause short scale variations in resolved SKS splitting parameters. However, we have found that our methodology is relatively less sensitive to shallow structure effects, even though we assumed an even larger contrast at the sediment-basement interface than did Kaviani et al. (2011) . We have demonstrated with synthetic tests that potential biasing effects, which could result from differences in near surface or crustal structure beneath the reference and target sites, are small and remain well within the random scatter for actual observations. However, we assumed a 1D velocity structure, and if there are strong lateral heterogeneities, it is possible that estimates of anisotropy using the reference station method will be similarly biased as seen in Kaviani et al. (2011) , who assumed a 2D velocity structure.
To further explore the influence of converted phases, we have also tested a variant of the technique, in which instead of using the horizontal components directly, we first decomposed the three orthogonal components in to P, SV, and SH components, according to the technique explained by Bostock (1998) , and then used the SH and SV components instead of the horizontal components. This decomposition, which was carried out using theoretical back azimuths and ray parameters and near-surface velocities of 6:6 km=s for P wave and 3:8 km=s for S wave according to the IASP91 standard Earth model, should remove converted wave energy from the SV components under the assumption of flat-lying layers. With our data, the results with the decomposed components were very similar to the results with the horizontal components, which indicate that conversions from flat-lying layers did not substantially degrade the splitting estimates. With this test, we cannot assess the effect of scattering by 3D heterogeneities, but, similar to the arguments for the effects of scattered phases on SKS measurements, it is expected that the energy for the residual trace would be large if significant scattered energy were present; such a measurement would be discarded based on the maximum residual energy criterion.
Given that horizontal splitting parameters can already be determined based on SKS measurements; we envisage the following potential applications for the reference stations technique.
• Increase the robustness of observations by providing additional constraints, particularly where station deployment times are too short or noise levels too high to obtain more than a handful of SKS measurements, mostly not enough for robust estimates of shear-wave splitting. Using the bootstrap procedure it is sufficient to start with a small number of stations with well-constrained splitting parameters to obtain measurements for an expanded array.
The measurements for individual pairs are more scattered than for the classic SKS methods, for example, minimumtransverse energy minimization, but for each target station and event, an estimate can be derived from averaging over many pairs involving that station, and the number of direct S phases recorded with a good signal-to-noise ratio tends to be significantly larger than the number of well-recorded SKS events (for our case study, we obtained measurements from four times as many events for S as compared to SKS), such that the final estimates based on the reference station method are probably more reliable, as hinted by the observation that discrepancies between S and SKS measurements were generally largest when only very few events had contributed to the SKS measurement.
• Expand the range of incidence angles, back azimuths and polarizations with which the anisotropic structure is sampled. Modeling the 3D orientation of structures or multilayer splitting by using shear phases requires good incidence angles and azimuthal coverage, and with the very steep incidence angles of SKS waves it is generally not possible to constrain the dip of the anisotropic axis of symmetry, and the determination of the splitting parameters of double-layer splitting from SKS phases requires exceptionally well-distributed back azimuths. The addition of splitting measurements from S waves offers the potential to sample the structure with different incidence angles and thus potentially provide constraints on dipping anisotropic structures. Also, for S waves polarization and back azimuth are no longer coupled and thus they provide opportunities, in combination with SKS measurements, to obtain a much more complete sampling of polarization directions for the purpose of constraining multilayer anisotropy (Silver and Savage, 1994) . However, the initial polarization might be complex due to source-side splitting, such that a detailed analysis of the best strategy for exploiting this additional information is not entirely straightforward and therefore beyond the scope of this paper. Also, to obtain robust estimates of nonhorizontal anisotropy or multilayer splitting, longer deployment times (two years or more) or exceptionally low noise levels will be required.
• Remove anisotropy-related bias from relative delay measurements for isotropic tomographic imaging. For shearwave body-wave tomographic studies, usually the SH component is used to carry out relative arrival-time measurements from cross-correlation measurements. However, if we consider as an example two adjacent domains with identical average velocities, but perpendicular fast directions, and an event the back azimuth of which is aligned with the slow direction in either domain, then arrivals will appear early for stations within the domain for which the SH polarization is aligned with the fast direction, and late for the other domain. For another event with a back azimuth at 90°to the first-considered one, the opposite pattern will be observed. For intermediate back azimuths, the nominal SH component will show split fast and slow arrivals, with the results of the cross-correlation measurement affected by the exact angle and the relative amplitudes of the SH and SV field prior to entering the anisotropic medium. It is obvious that a tomographic inversion of these arrival-time measurements using an algorithm not taking into account shear-wave splitting will result in spurious heterogeneity being inferred. Yet, there will often be insufficient data for a full tomographic inversion of splitting measurements (Chevrot, 2006) , and in any case the noncommutative nature of the forward splitting operator limits the applicability of simple tomographic concepts (Silver and Long, 2011) . So it would be desirable to be able to measure an isotropic relative delay time, which can be used in isotropic tomographic inversions directly.
As pointed out above, the time shift Δt, which is a byproduct of the reference station technique, represents just such a measurement. In Figure 12a , we have contoured the optimal values for Δt for each set of splitting parameters for the waveform pair already shown in Figure 8a ,c,e,g,i,k. For the optimal splitting parameters, a time shift of −0:48 s is obtained. However, within the range of splitting parameters within the 95% confidence interval (gray contour), time shifts between −0:05 and −0:8 s are found, equivalent to a standard deviation of ∼0:2 s. To further narrow the range of possible shifts from a single measurement, one could read off the time-shift value based on the splitting parameters estimated from multiple events, resulting in tighter bounds for the splitting parameters. In the null-splitting case, there is a near-perfect trade-off between splitting delay δt and time shift Δt. In this case, it is necessary to consider the information about splitting parameters obtained from other events or reference stations to obtain a meaningful delay time measurement. Again, a more detailed exploration of this application will be deferred to future publications.
Data and Resources
The waveform data were uploaded from GEOFON [2007] [2008] , restricted data, last accessed August 2013). The C++ code used for carrying out the measurements on individual pairs is available with a General Public License (GPL) license and distributed at https://github.com/ftilmann/multisplit (last accessed August 2014; see Ⓔ S1 in the electronic supplement to this article).
